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NOTE: this is a pre-release segments of the papers that the author will release by March 7-10th, 
2017, but I would like to share the highlights so that we can start communicating quickly while 
the papers will provide all the concrete evidences based on the concrete data. For now, I 
strongly suggest you to skim through and at least examine the charts and the tables as these 
will not take much time to see the overall picture. 
 

Abstract 

In this short paper, the author presents a set of the 5 common challenges that plague both the 
districts and charters in the US education system so that they both can be united to overcome 
them in a most coherent and economic manner as a united force, albeit unconventional. 
Furthermore, he brings the common motivations for both of the state Departments Of Education 
(DOE) and the Charter Management Organizations (CMO) and even the super CMO networks 
all together to overcome the obstacles and empower the public school students while 
eschewing the sectarian approaches, especially in math education at a level that goes far 
beyond the operations of even the very best of the super CMOs or charter schools, let alone the 
public district education. Alluding to the star level operations of the (super) CMOs, Lee 
emphasizes that both camps of the districts and charters need the super star level operations 
for both districts and charters outside the both camps to overcome the ongoing feuds between 
them by providing the common glues and incentives: from the perspectives of the original 
visions of the public education (to empower all public school students, especially in poverty), of 
the job security, of the alternative education, of reaching out to the poorest communities far 
faster than usually possible where the students, districts, and charters all can grow together 
harmoniously instead of alienating each other. Lee provides the 12 fundamental requirements to 
achieve the goals and provides a clean-cut solution that can be implemented very quickly. 
 

 

MMU series proposals and basic comparisons and projects 
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Instead of describing a bit complex details about 
the math growth impacts from districts vs. 
charters vs. the super CMO networks vs. the 
MMU x.x series, the author share a quasi-
comprehensive, and slightly over-generalized 
comparison chart here below. 
 
Before you examine the chart below, ask yourself 
first which of the following technology you 
prefer: a squeaking old radio with the mono-
sound black vs. a white TV vs. a big screen high 
resolution color movie theatre with the 
surrounding Dolby audio system. 

 

The common relevances for the national, state, city, and district, and school levels on both sides of the 

school districts and charters. 

 

The 5 common universal challenges for both sides of the school districts (and State Departments of 

Education) and the charters and the CMOs to overcome the feuds: 

1. The saturation or shortage of the Teachers (especially quality math teachers) crisis, 
especially in the big cities. This is getting worse not just for the districts, but also for the 
CMOs as the charter networks try to expand rapidly experiencing the steep competitions 
of demands with far less supplies. 1 

2. Increasing difficulties to raise the math average and to reduce the math poverty: 
Math saturations stabilized on both sides in almost all USA states, which make it difficult 
to raise the math average at the big district scales although things are far easier in the 
small districts. 

3. Their original intentions to help the financially and academically poorest students 
with the common goals (before the self-interest and competitions or vain prides get in) 
without which neither districts nor charters nor CMOs can go far for the next decades as 
more than half of the American public students are from poverty (of the low income 
families). 

4. A lot of money wasted for the wishful thinking while the EDU budgets never seem 
to be enough. So, aside from the typical budget allocations and some conventional 
innovations here and there, what else can they do? 

5. They both need super stars of Education to win the battles. This is not something the 
conventional debates include, but I believe this is necessary. Charters have the star 
CMOs with less resources, but the public school systems of districts don’t, but have far 
more resources. To unite them both together, there should be some super star(s) 
outside both of them based on the 4 aforementioned common obstacles to overcome 
together.  

 

                                                           
1 Eschewing the full-blown studies on this, I will simply use the 2016 report on the charter school teacher shortage 
in California as it has the largest charter student enrollments and have grown quickly.  
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For the biggest 30-40 city districts of the USA 

 
Aside from the 5 common, universal challenges from the Part 1, there are more urgent common 
grounds for the big districts, especially in big city school districts (of the largest 30-40 city 
districts in the USA): 
 
Although the charter growth rate nationally is about 7% or so in the recent years, which means 
the national charter share for the students in K-12 will be 2x in about 10 years or so, most of the 
biggest 30-40 largest city districts in the USA have grown much faster and many of them 
already have charter shares of 10-20% and may 2x-4x in 10-15 years although the national 
charter growths may need 30-50 years to have roughly the equal shares of the districts vs. 
charters for the public education K-12. 
 
What does this mean to most of the 30-40 largest city districts in 10-15 years in spite of the big 
resistances to raise or remove the caps of the charter expansions? 

1. The city districts are losing the battles in the big 20-35 cities. There are increasing 
innovations in the charter movements that the district cannot simply ignore or dismiss as 
the more recent data show more star CMOs. In 10 years, they will feel humiliated unless 
they come up with the radical changes because the loss is a time bomb in most of these 
20-40 big city districts at the current rate. 

2. Bigger gap is from math than reading skills. They need to narrow the math gaps. The 
top CMOs tend to raise the math gaps almost 1.5-2x more than the literacy in general, 
which means the CMOs and the good charters have increased the math gaps much 
more than the literacy gaps. 

3. In more than about 30 big city districts, the charter shares will be on par with the 
districts in less than 10 years. The charters are above 6% of the student shares 
currently. If the growth 2x every 5-7 years in these charter-friendly biggest cities, then in 
10-15 years the charters will be about 2x-3x of the current size (say 15-20% shares of 
the students now already), meaning about 40-50% of the share but the declines of the 
districts can lead to 50 to 50 shares or even more striking at the current rates in just 10 
years or even less. 

4. Inevitable embarrassments with the ongoing status quo of the districts. With the 
quasi-isolationist approaches of the school districts, the heads of the school districts 
need to see the inevitable and need to deal with what is coming rationally instead of 
being too defensive because when the ultimate time of the flipping power comes, the 
lack of collaborations may bring some very ugly outcomes as the separationist 
approaches of the districts are persistent.  

 

For the biggest 15-50 super CMO networks of the USA 

1. The super CMO networks have the rising pressures to expand with the efficient 
scalability, but there are many constraints and one of most critical of them is the 
depleting human capital of the quality (math) teachers especially even if they have 
enough capitals and invitations to expand. In the traditional paradigm, the super CMOs 
cannot scale up much as this obstacle will not wisp away as the competitions to recruit 
the quality math teachers will only intensify as time goes on. 

2. Yet, relatively non-STEM subject quality teachers are much easier to find. 
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3. So the super CMO leaders need to open up more on the technology-based or open to 
even more innovative approaches than their so far reasonably successful math 
education innovation. 

4. If more at least technology-based or more innovative math education is embraced, then 
the CMOs can focus much more on the non-math teachers and the speed can scale up 
can be 2x, 3x than what they have been through as long as the super CMOs can expand 
and scale physically without compromising their math. 

5. As such, their resources can be more devoted for the literacy and other creative 
activities in education as the pressures in the math education can be vented out. 

6. As the MMU x.x series will focus only up to grades 5 (although possibly a bit of the grade 
6 math if the demands arise), the CMOs can focus more on the grades on the middle 
school and currently lacking high school operations more. 

7. If either technology or MMU x.x series can bring the equivalent or even better math 
education results to the super CMOs, then there is no reason to adhere to the traditional 
math education. So far the top tier super CMOs have brought better math assessment 
results than that of the Rocketship CMO which has used technology-based education 
and the personalized learning, but MMU x.x series can go far beyond the math EDU 
efficiency of the very best of the super CMOs. 

8. No threat from MMU x.x series: as Lee will focus mostly only up to the math grades 2-5 
(and possibly a bit of the grade 6 math), the super CMOs can focus mostly on their 
literacy education and the math for the middles school or high school instead of getting 
bogged down for the elementary school math. 

9. Super CMO networks can expand faster without diluting their grades 2-5 math scores 
and can actually radically boost their math further with MMU x.x series. This may even 
raise more gaps in math between the super CMO networks vs. district math. This may 
put more pressures on the district’s top open up to the math innovations like MMU series 
because adhering to the status quo will have the dire consequences of becoming totally 
obsolete like a dinosaur. 

10. With the collaborations with MMU1, the charters can rise faster, expand faster, and end 
the math poverty much faster than without. 

If you still don’t or can’t answer the question, ask the same if the mono-sound old radio is much 

more expensive than the Black and White TV, which is much more expensive than the high 

resolution color movie theatre with the surround Dolby system. 
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MMU 2/3 or 1 impacts on the major city districts if implemented quickly (with the reform time of about 

1-2 years), using the NAEP math data of 2015 

 

High charter share big cities’s proficiency shares and how MMU 2/3 or 1 can boost their math over 1-2 

years of super fast reforms if there are supports and collaborations 
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How MMU x.x series satisfy the 12 requirements to solve the feuds and the public education crisis 

between the districts (and state DOEs) vs. charters (and CMOs)? 

 

 

 

To simplify the explanation, we just put the 12 points in a table as below. 

12 requirements for the 
rising EDU super stars 

How MMU1 fits into all 12 requirements? 

1. Super-efficient 1. To boost the math poor half to the top half quickly. 

Math boosts (the following our bulk figure 

estimations)

CMO examples (focusing on the most 

famous star level CMO networks), 

focusing primarily on the Grades 3-6

Average achievement 

racial gaps of math 

between 

Math poverty reductions (math 

percentile change)

Math percentile change 

examples

Standard Deviation 

(STDEV) of math boosts

Year of math boost (following CREDO 

setting 0.25 STDEV ~ 1 year learning , 

which was based on earlier Hanushek-

Woessmann estimation)

Virtual charter schools
K12, Inc. (average for-profit Virtual 

CMOs)
~ -10% -10

e.g. 30 percentile  20 

percentile)
-0.25 -1

Traditional School District average The USA average Districts ~ 0% 0 0 change 0 0

decent CMOS (barely afloat) the majority of charters and CMOs
~ 15-20% of the White 

vs. Hispanic gap
4 (e.g. 36%  40%) 0.1 0.4

Prominent CMOs Average KIPP  performance of math
~ 40% of White vs. 

Hispanic gaps
10 (e.g. 30%  40%) 0.25 1

Top tier level  performing CMOs or charter 

schools

Rocketship, top 4 in Texas (Harmony 

Public, IDEA Public, Uplift Edu) or the hey 

day average of KIPP

half of the White vs. 

Black gaps 
15

(e.g. 35 percentile 

50  percentile)
0.33 1.5

Average of the the top tier 5-10 of CMOs
(better regions of) Uncommon Schools, 

etc.

~ 60-70% White vs. 

Black gap 
20

(e.g.35 percentile  55 

percentile)
0.5 2

MMU 0.5 (as the worst of the worst case 

scenario of MMU1 even if totally screwed 

up)

The peak levels of most of the top 5-10  

CMOs (e.g. Achievement First, 

Uncommon Schools, IDEA Public, etc.)

>~ White vs. the 

Hispanic gap
30

(e.g. 40 percentile 

70  percentile)
0.68 3

MMU1 2/3 (as the worst case scenario of 

MMU1 when scaled up)

The few, very best of the CMOs 

occasionally achieve this far once a 

while. 

>~  than the White vs. 

the Black gaps
33

(e.g. 30 percentile 

63  percentile)
0.85 3.7

MMU1 in just 1-2 weeks exemplified in 

MMU1 pilot studies
MMU1 (for 1-2 week operations)

~ 1.4-1.7x of the Black 

vs. White gaps
50

(e.g. 25 percentile 

75 percentile or 35 

83 percentile)

1.35 5

MMU 1.2
MMU1 relaxed over 1 year (say at least 

1.5 STDEV boosts of math)

~ 2x of the Black vs. 

White gaps in math
60

(e.g. 30 percentile --> 

90 percentile)
1.5 6

This work is licensed by 

Dongchan Lee under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-
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2. Time: super-rapid 
3. Cost: super-

economic 
4. Job security 
5. Common battle: 
6. Super-scalable 
7. Nothing personal: 
8. No corruptions or 

manipulations 
9. Super-disruptively 

efficient, but will 
NOT threaten the 
exiting jobs 

10. Accountability: 
11. The solution 

operators with a 
super star caliber 

12. All-embracing win-
win solutions 

2. MMU1 pilots in 1-2 weeks  reforms in 2017-2018. 
3. All operations are online, minimizing the physical costs 
4. MMU1 will be for only Grade 2 or 3 to 5 in math; so no 

teacher will lose jobs as they will become facilitators. 
5. Lee summarized 5 common goals for all and then MMU1 

can resolve all of them. 
6. As 100% online operations, MMU series has no boundary. 
7. As MMU1 is so disruptive that it may make any math EDU 

professionals nervous, but there is no need for that. 
8. Lee tries to make MMU series as Not-For-Profit operations 

collaborating with the philanthropists if there are supports. 
9. For only grades 2 or 3 to 5 operations in math, this will not 

kill elementary school teacher jobs at all, nor will it 
threaten the math teachers of the secondary schools. 

10. Accountable and transparent 100%: as it operates based on 
the frequent math assessments and funded accordingly. 

11. As it is super-fast and efficient, there is no other even 
remotely close to the levels of its math education efficiency 
to empower all primary level students, especially the poor. 

12. It empowers all children, steals no major job market, and 
allows both districts and charters focus more on other key 
targets of education, be it literacy, creativity, or secondary 
school education while ending the basic math poverty. 

Initial appetizers to show 
that it works 

MMU1 pilot study operations in some districts or charter networks 
or CMOs as early as possible. 

So, MMU series proposal satisfies not only the entire 12 requirements to unite the districts and the 
charters together, but also have the concrete plans that start with the MMU1 pilot study proposals based 
on the strengths of the previous pilot studies of USL and MMU1 in Mexico or Guatemala as the 
preliminary steps that had more than 1,000 student participations from 10 schools. 

For more data and evidences about the MMU1 pilot study operations in Guatemala and its original far 

more ambitious USL in Mexico and Guatemala as well as the national and state TV coverage in Mexico, 

please check our website www.uslgoglobal.com and focus primarily on the MMU1-related links. 

 

What are inevitable are the following. 

 

Like life itself, this MMU series solution is going to make the EDU leaders a bit nervous being disruptive, 

but this is like a medicine. When you are ill, the doctor prescribe the medicine and they may taste a bit 

bittern, but this minimal bitterness is necessary evil to make us better rapidly. 

1. Districts cannot compete against the top tier charters, especially math and the top 10-20 
charters will continue scaling up. Over the past 5-10 years, the overall patter of the 
CMOs have becoming a bit more efficient. As the most efficient super CMOs start rising 
further, the gaps – especially the math gaps – will continue rising.  

http://www.uslgoglobal.com/
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2. Even the very best of the charter or super CMOs’ math efficiency is extremely unlikely 
be able compete against the MMU1. The author shares the comparison tables of the 
math efficiencies among the districts, charters, CMOs, and the MMU x.x series. 

3. It is better to embrace the historic passage and surrender than to reverse, the 
historic inevitability. The districts cannot compete against the top-tier CMOs too long, 
especially for math. Furthermore, even the best of the top-tier CMOs cannot compete 
against the MMU series math, starting with the grade 3-5 math exclusively.  

4. Lee doesn’t want to threaten either districts or charters except perhaps the very 
minimally necessary levels, being very disruptive and innovative. To provide the grades 
3-5 math with the very high efficiency beyond the existing math EDU model is very 
disruptive, but this will be smooth enough. Since the primary school teachers normally 
cover all subjects. So abandoning their capacity in math education is not going to 
jeopardize their job securities. The same rule applies to the charters and the super CMO 
network teachers as well. Since Lee is not going to enter the middle school math any 
time soon until he is happy enough to contribute to the primary school math till he can 
see that MMU1 basically end the math poverty nationally and worldwide, the math 
teachers of the middle and high school levels have no reason to worry about getting 
heavy competitions in near future. 

 

Undesirable future outcomes if either the districts or charter establishments reject the MMU proposals: 

1. If the districts start embracing MMU proposals rationally and efficiently, then 
everything will be great as everyone will enjoy the win-win prosperity of math education. 
If the districts embrace it, then the charters will follow and we can witness a new true 
revolution in math education together. 

2. If the districts systematically abandon MMU proposals and if only charters or 
CMOs embrace them, then this will empower the charter movement and accelerate in 
manifold ways. The incrementally increasing math growths between the super CMOs vs. 
the districts will suddenly rise quickly initially till they reach the critical mess and the 
district in comparison will be left in the dust.  

3. In case that both sides of the districts/DOEs and the charters/CMOs don't support 
or collaborate with the MMU x.x series plans by Lee’s, then Lee has no choice but to 
compete against all, which can be detrimental to both. The original goals of both districts 
and charters have been to empower all students in the public education, especially the 
poorer and minorities. That is at least in theory. If they, however, decide to stick with the 
status quo and abandon the all-empowering, super-powerful innovations at the expense 
of their traditional bureaucracies of the districts/DOEs or the free market-style 
competitions of education from the charter/CMO sides for the competitions for the sake 
of competitions instead of empowering all together, then Lee will have no choice but 
competing with both sides although the outcomes can be devastating for both of the 
districts and the charter communities and very inconvenient for Lee. If the money is the 
king at the expense of a true revolution in education and if the districts and DOEs want 
their shares of pies not going away and if the charters and CMOs run their operations 
like Neoliberal econ games, then a new kid on the block has to play the games and may 
need to smell the money and win the money at the expense of everyone else, but that is 
truly ugly.  

4. The competitions or myopic protectionism in education are truly ugly if the actors 
of the education fields only worry about their winning bids instead of empowering those 
who need the most and by doing so, killing millions of Romeo and Juliet. 


